
Amodern 60'-9" exterior-post double-
plug-door boxcar has been released

by LBF Co. The model is based on a
National Steel Car Ltd. (NSC) prototype
and features a nicely detailed plastic
carbody with the ends, floor, and sides
molded in one piece. The flat roof and
underframe are separate parts.

According to prototype data from
TTX Corp., the firm’s 100-ton double
plug-door cars are used to transport
heavy loads of roll paper, lumber, and
other commodities that don’t require
cushion underframes, interior bulk-
heads, or other types of specialized
load-restraint devices.

The LBF model features sharp tool-
ing that reproduces excellent ladders
and plug door details on the body shell.
The model’s length is correct, but the
door opening is about a scale 6" wide.
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Product Reviews

N 60'-9" boxcar
Price: see below

Manufacturer:
LBF Co.
1931 NW Mulholland Dr.
Roseburg, OR 97470
www.lbfcompany.com

Description:
Ready-to-run plastic boxcar

Road names:
(24 road numbers each)
TTX, $21.95; Canadian Pacific,
$21.95; Louisville & Wadley Ry.,
$19.95; Southern Ry. of British
Columbia, $19.95; undecorated,
$17.95 each

Digital Command Control (DCC)
offers model railroaders a lot of

operating function, the earliest of
which included a variety of  locomotive
light and sound effects. Now you can
add DCC-controlled locomotive uncou-
pling to that growing list. 

Tony’s Train Exchange offers Digi-
tal Direct Couplers as a retro-fit kit for
Proto 2000 (Life-Like) EMD diesel
switchers. The conversion kit comes
with two small motors, push rods, and
bell cranks for raising and lowering the

front and rear coupler pockets (the
secret to how the uncoupling system
works). The kit also includes all the
mounting hardware, a PC board that
connects to a North Coast Engineering
(NCE) Life-Like Proto 2000 SW9
decoder, and a ten-page instruction
manual with detailed photographs
showing how to install the system. The
modeler needs to supply the locomo-
tive, Kadee no. 5 couplers and coupler
boxes, the decoder, and an assortment
of tools and glues.

HO DCC-controlled couplers

Front coupler motor
Actuating cam

Push rod

Rear coupler motor
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Installation of the Digital Direct Cou-
pler system is fairly straightforward,
but involves complete disassembly of
the locomotive to make the necessary
frame modifications. It also requires
some very careful calibration to make
sure the couplers raise and lower to the
correct heights for proper operation.

For an additional fee, Tony’s Train
Exchange offers several options for
modelers who don’t feel comfortable
tackling some portions of this project,
including milling the locomotive frame
or completely installing the Digital
Direct Coupler system.

Tony’s Train Exchange sent us an
assembled test sample; it worked quite
nicely. The coupler heights matched
our Kadee coupler gauge, and the Digi-
tal Direct Coupler system functioned
properly when put through its paces
switching cars on several of our DCC-
equipped layouts. The couplers are acti-
vated using DCC function 1 for the
front coupler and 2 for the rear. 

There are, perhaps, only three real
drawbacks of the Digital Direct Coupler
system. One is esthetics. To uncouple a
car from the locomotive, the system
lowers the engine’s coupler until it dis-
engages from the car’s coupler – rather
than opening the knuckle as on the pro-
totype. This is a problem for use on
locomotives with snowplows or other
pilot details below the coupler.

Also, removing weight from the
switcher reduces its tractive effort

about 29 percent from 38 cars (stock
engine) to 27 cars (as modified).

Finally, the device works fine spot-
ting single cars in an industrial area.
However, most yard switching involves
uncoupling cars from each other, while
the need to uncouple a car from the
locomotive occurs far less often. As nice
as this feature is to have on the loco-
motive, you’ll still need some way to
uncouple cars elsewhere in your trains.

Despite these concerns, Tony’s Digi-
tal Direct Coupler system is innovative,
works reliably, and offers yet another
exciting use for DCC. – David Popp,
associate editor

Product Reviews

HO DCC couplers
Price:
$99.95 kit, $159.95 installed (does
not include locomotive, decoder, and
Kadee couplers).
$9.95 frame milling fee

Manufacturer:
Tony’s Train Exchange
57 River Rd. Box 1023
Essex Jct., VT 05452
1-800-978-3472
www.tonystrains.com

Description:
Retro-fit Digital Command Control 
operated uncoupling kit for Life-Like
Proto 2000 SW-style locomotives. 

Push rod links coupler
box to actuating cam

Coupler box drops down to
uncouple from adjacent car

Actuating cam rotates
to activate push rod 


